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Abstract

Science education is essential to the development of kindergarten students. Integrating science education into education from an early age, intended to help children understand the world around them and improve critical thinking skills. Science can not be taught to children in a way like other knowledge that is to tell the children directly yield discoveries in science. This is because on the one hand, science is observation and exploration of the world around us, including questioning, investigating, analyzing, and drawing conclusions. On the other hand, children are often eager to know and they are intuitive. They try to understand the reasons why things happen and busy looking for answers. In other words, they seem to have a natural aptitude for science. Thus, children should be actively involved in the learning process of science. This research is the development of a model that aims to make science learning strategy for kindergarten children to develop their potential as a researcher in the future. The research began with capturing the habits, needs, and hopes of kindergarten teachers in the teaching of science through a questionnaire. The results together with the results of literature study on the teaching of science, used to make a prototype of science learning model in kindergarten. Then the prototype was tested in a limited area in some kindergartens to get input as a revision material. This guide was then revised and will be widely disseminated to other kindergartens as an innovation in science learning in kindergarten.

Keywords: Science education, science learning strategy, science learning model

1. INTRODUCTION

Science education is really important for the development of students. Putting the science education into early education, aims to help kids to understand the world around them and also to improve their critical thinking skills. Science education needs experienced by the children since their early age, such Oaks’ opinion (1990) below:

“… all students, especially those in underrepresented groups, need to learn scientific skills such as observation and analysis at a very young age”.

Actually, children are already familiar with the way of think of science experts, long time before they formally learn it in the class. Zeece (1999) said, the attitudes and behavior of young children that indicate that they are involved on the behavior and the way of think of scientists, are appears long way before they study at class.

But Zee (1999) is also regretted when science education is formally introduced at schools; the understanding of science is often just a fact in learning. This approach has led some educators think that most science lessons which formally given are not the real science.

Teach science to the children cannot be taught in a way like teach the other knowledge, such telling them directly about the result of various inventions in science field. This is because in one side science is about observations and explores the world around us, includes questioning, investigating, analyzing and taking conclusion. In the other side, children are often curious and intuitive. They try to understand the reason why something could happen and busy trying to find the answer. In the other words, they seem to have a natural aptitude for science. Thus children are should actively involved in science learning process. This statement is along with the opinion of Kilmer and Hofman (1995) that said:

“While it is appropriate to introduce older students to science history and expect them to learn facts discovered by others, young children should learn science (and all other areas of study) through active involvement – that is, through first-hand, investigative experiences. Young children should be involved in “sciencing” versus the learning of scientific facts presented by others”.

The opinion of Kilmer and Hofman shows that children in young age should learn science through active involvement, such as direct experience and investigating experience.
Children are natural scientists, not just because they are always curious and energetic, but they have the instincts to control the experiments. The purpose of science education at the initial level should encourage and increase their desire to explore the world around them and help foster an enthusiastic attitude towards the real science. Kindergarten kids really want to learn and open the opportunity to explore science. At this age, they begin to understand the relationships between objects, living things and inanimate objects, environment, animals, seasons, and how science affects everyday life. Science activities for them have to be creative, simple, and to be involved, and the children should be challenged to observe, ask questions, predict and explore.

However, there is only a little time in kindergarten that used to teach science. Science activities only appeared sporadically. This is unfortunate considering since their early age, children are already build concepts including mathematics and science that make children able to apply the concept that he mastered, develop the existing concept and develop the new concepts. In this case Charlesworth and Lind (1995) suggested:

“Young children begin to construct many concepts during the pre-primary period, including mathematics and science concepts. They also develop the processes that enable them to apply their newly acquired concepts, expand existing concepts, and develop new ones”.

In Kindergarten, science education is belonging to the realm of children’s cognitive development, together with knowledge of basic mathematics. Generally, the kindergarten teachers are only understand on how to develop children’s cognitive generally and they do not emphasize the importance of science education. This is maybe because the little portion of science education in the curriculum and the teachers’ lack of knowledge about how to teach science in kindergarten. To help the teachers teach the real science, science education that is capable to improve the ability of children to act and behave like scientist, it is necessary to develop a model of science learning that is simple, easy to understand and implement, but it is adequate to educate the children to become scientists in the size of the developmental age.

1.1 How Children Learn Science

Teaching science to the kindergarten children requires an understanding of how children learn and then providing them appropriate learning experiences. The children’s understanding of science is grown from the fundamental concept that they developed during their early age. Most of our understanding on how and when these developments happen, derived from the research which theory-based from the concept of development proposed by Jean Piaget and Lev Vygotsky. These theories raise a constructivist approach, which placed the children as intellectual investigators that make their own discoveries and construct knowledge. In this case Osborne and Freyberg (1985) said:

“Constructivism has important implications for science education, especially in today’s classrooms, where students are encouraged to engage in the inquiry process rather than memorize isolated science facts”.

If children learn science and begin to understand science, the educators should choose science materials and experience that suitable with the children’s cognitive capacity for different levels of development. Charlesworth and Lind (1995) distinguish the specific learning experience that should be experienced by the children as child that is individual naturalists, informal and structured. These learning experiences are different in terms of who control the activities: adults or children.

In the naturalistic experience, children control and choose the activity. Naturalistic experience spontaneously initiated by the children while they doing everyday activities. This experience is the main models of children’s learning during the sensor motor period. Naturalistic experience can also become a learning model that is useful for older children. With naturalistic experience, the role of adults is to provide interesting and rich environment for the children. The adults should offer some things for children to see, touch, feel, smell and hear. Adults should observe the children’s activities, note the progress, then give response generally, give nod and smile, or encourage the children with words. Children should know when they do the right thing.

In the informal experience, children choose the activity but the adults intervene in some things. Adults initiate informal learning experience when children involved in the naturalistic experience. Informal learning experience happens when adults or educational institutions or both are indicating that this is the time to do the activity. For example, children may be on the right track in solving the problem but they need guidance or encouragement.

In the structural experience, adults are choosing the activity for the children and tell them the children about what they need to do. Structural experience is lesson and planned activities that can be realized in a few different things. For example, Susi is a four year old girl. The teacher decides that she needs counting exercise. The teacher said, “Susi, I have several block for you to count. How many blocks that I have?”
1.2 What Teacher Should Do in Teaching Science

1.2.1 Determining the Purpose of Science Education

According to Conezio and French (2002), desired goals of science education in the early age curriculum covering what we expect from children to achieve three different aspects, such as content or materials, process, attitudes or characters. Content or materials are related with the knowledge that represents what we know about the world. The knowledge of children is growing all the time, and their desire to communicate and demonstrate their knowledge needs to be recognized and supported. The process to describe active components from science is covering activities like predict, observe, classify, make hypothesis, do the experiments and communicate. Adults should support the children in practice and apply these skills in various activities throughout the day. This can be done by showing genuine concern for observations and predictions made by the children and with providing various kinds of materials and environment that invite experimentation.

Certain attitude or characters are also important for search and discovery. This is covering curiosity, encouragement to do the experiments and desire to prove the theory and share the ideas. One of the main purposes of science curriculum in early age is the development of scientific thinking for the children. Think science is different with thinking about the scientific facts. Scientific think involve the children in the discovery process. Instead of learning about something that already discovered by other people, scientific think will lead the children to make their own discovery. Scientific think is manifested by the children through asking questions, conducting investigations, collect the data and finding the new answer. To encourage to children to think scientifically, the teachers should see the children as active learners and give them various activities to explore. Those activities will allow the children to build and develop their understanding that not only valid but also valuable for their intellectual development in the future.

1.2.2 Shape the Environment

An environment that encourages children to think scientifically is the one that give the children time, space and materials to train their curiosity. And also the one that give them the freedom to be involved into exploration which centered towards children and experiments. To be involved in scientific think, the children need an access to materials that can be use and tools that can help them. They need place where they can dig and play with the water. They also need glass, measurement tools, bucket and access to natural world.

(Ruth Wilson, ..…)

1.2.3 Using Finding Learning Strategies

The teachers are not allowed to give mature ideas or concepts to the children, children needs to find and build their own ideas and concepts. Developing the concepts or new ideas is an active process and usually begins with the child-centered discovery that focusing on asking questions which is relevant towards the children. Discovery is involving skills and activities that related with science, the focus is on active research on the knowledge or understanding to satisfy the curiosity of children. As noted by Lind (1999, p.79) “While inquiry involves a number of science-related activities and skills, the focus is on the active search for knowledge or understanding to satisfy students’ curiosity”

1.2.4 Using Productive questions

Teachers can improve or expand or giving the learning foundation by asking some productive questions at the right time. Questions about measurement may be the perfect question to start asking. For example, how long the ice in the glass will melt? How much time that the ice needed to melt when you put it on the table? Questions about treatments and why, may soon follow. For example, “what will happen if we break the ice into smaller pieces? Why do you think that ice on the table will melt faster than if you put it on…? Can you give rules why ice in the water melt first?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Productive Questions to Encourage Scientific Thinking</th>
<th>Usability/ examples</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Examples of attention or focusing</td>
<td>Asking attention for significant details</td>
<td>What are you doing? How it feels?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measure and Counts</td>
<td>Provide more accurate information</td>
<td>How much? How heavy?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>Encourage analysis and classification</td>
<td>How it looks? How is the difference?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Encourage exploration of things and events; and also to encourage prediction</td>
<td>What is this..?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filling issues</td>
<td>Support the planning and try a</td>
<td>How can we…?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
solution of a problem

| Thought. | Encourage the reflection of experience and new ideas construction | Why do you think? Can you explain that? |

*Adopted from Martens, 1999, p.26

1.2.5 Encourage Social Interaction

The construction of knowledge by children can be enhanced through social interaction with sharing observation and ideas between them. The children should be encourage to work together in building the theory, test the theory, and then evaluate which one is valid and which one is not, and why (Conezio and French, 2002, p.13).

Joint exploratory where the children can works together can be very useful to encourage the curiosity and stimulate new ideas (Chaille and Britain,2003). One of many ways to involve the children into joint investigation is through problem solving that focusing on certain situation.

1.2.6 Make Science Projects

Science projects in kindergarten will give an opportunity towards the children to explore knowledge with doing observation and prediction that based on observation. The concept should easy to understand and the materials that will be used in the science projects must be non-toxics and easy to manage by small hands. The activity and projects like this will help the children to grow and learn in a new way, and also help them to more understand about the concepts and scientific principles. The researchers found that students who participated on science projects show significant result more than students who learn in traditional way.

Kindergarten kids already developed their skills that related with asking questions, doing observations and experiments, take conclusion and share their inventions. That is why science for early age children should involve activity for asking, finding answers, do investigations, and collect data, and the children are not only become the reminders of facts, not thinking and not trying to understand the world. This approach allows the children for being involved in the natural investigation (Kilmer and Hofman, 1995; Lind, 1999) and having fun experiences (Duckworth, 1987).

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Research Methods

This study uses research development methods with the following design.

Research and Development is a determined process or steps used for developing a product or improving products. The whole practices of this study are using the following method.

1. Descriptive (initial research to collect data on existing conditions)
2. Evaluative (evaluation of the testing process of product development)
3. Experiments (test the efficacy of the product)

The steps taken are as follows.

1. Gathering information
   a. Measurement needs, the activities identified the need for an effective model of science learning in kindergarten.
b. Literature study, that is, collecting and reviewing literatures related to science learning, what components are involved, as well as procedures and what tools and materials needed for learning science in kindergarten; as well as what kind assessment tools used to measure children's ability to learn science.
c. Development of a prototype model of learning science in kindergarten

2. The development model of learning science in kindergarten
3. Limited testing on implementation of prototype of a model of learning science in kindergarten at an identified kindergarten
   a. Analyzing the testing result on the application of the prototype model of learning science in kindergarten
   b. Revising science instructional model according to the results of analysis towards the results of the implementation of a prototype test model of learning science
4. Trial implementation of the revised model of science learning
5. Examination
   a. Field trials
   b. Observations, interviews, questionnaires.

2.2 Population and Sample
1. Population is a teacher and kindergarten children in Pamulang.
2. Sample
   a. For the preliminary stage, the sample was taken in as much 30% of kindergarten teachers in the district and 30% of Pamulang kindergarten headmaster in the district. Samples were randomly selected.
   b. For a limited test, the sample was teachers and children (in one class) at a kindergarten which are selected based on the results of the identification. The criteria are kindergarten that has appropriate equipments in accordance with the developed model, has teachers who able and willing to be sampled in the trial and received permission from parents.
   c. For a more extensive test, the sample is teachers and children (at 3rd grade) at three kindergartens whose were selected based on identification. The criteria are kindergarten that has appropriate equipments in accordance with the developed model, has teachers who able and willing to be sampled in the trial and received permission from parents.

2.3 Respondent
   a. In the preliminary phase of the study, respondents were kindergarten teachers randomly selected from about 30% of the total number of kindergarten teachers in Pamulang. Beside that, respondents were also selected from 30% of the total number of kindergarten headmasters in Pamulang.
   b. In a limited test phase, respondents were teachers and children in one group (A or B) available on one kindergarten in Pamulang.
   c. In the testing phase with a wider scale, the respondents were teachers and kindergarten children in group A or B as much as 3 of 3 kindergarten classes in Pamulang.

2.4 Place and Time Research
1. Place of Research
   The research was conducted in the South of Tangerang, Pamulang. It is because Pamulang became an area that has many characteristics, each of which is varies in term of characteristic and it is possible to choose the kindergarten and harmonize it with criteria expected from this study. Hopefully this research can find the most effective model to be implemented in kindergarten.

   2. Time Research
   Research will be conducted from March 2012 to December 2012.

2.5 Data Collection and Analysis Techniques
   Techniques on collecting data used in this study were adapted to following research questions.
   Research Questions:
   1. How children develop concepts related to science?
   2. Which science learning materials that is popular amongst children?
   3. What kind of learning experience that should be experienced by children in learning science?
   4. What should be provided and what teachers should do in advancing science education in kindergarten?

   To answer these research questions, survey became the main technique to collect data. The technique using a questionnaire with closed and open questions that were distributed to the respondents according to the samples selected randomly. Beside survey, interview is also used in order to deepen the data that has been collected. To
strengthen data, additional documentation also conducted in the studies in order to find sources of literature that is relevant to the research question. Data were collected through questionnaires were analyzed quantitatively, and then described in narrative. It collaborates with the data collected through interviews and data collected through the literature study.

As for the questions: Which science learning materials that is popular amongst children. The question was answered using observation techniques which involve the use of instrument observation sheet as well. It is done with the intention to see the implementation of science learning during the test. These data were then analyzed qualitatively and then described in narrative.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From the results of a survey on science learning in kindergarten, we have obtained the following data:
1. Learning system, most of the samples using the system of group (51%). The rest use the classical system (25%), area (13%) and central (11%).
2. Science activities per week, mostly a 1-time (55%). The rest is a 2 times (24%), 3 times (12%) and more than 3 times (9%)
3. Resource for planning science activities, most of the resources were taken from Weekly Activity Plan (36%). The rest from Daily Activity Plan (31%), curriculum (23%), and other sources (10%)
4. Sources for retrieving learning indicators, some resources were taken from curriculum (69%). The rest taken from individual creation (27%) and from other sources (4%) 
5. The objective of the science, most samples were formulated clearly (77%). The rest weren’t (23%).
6. Availability of equipment / materials, most samples was satisfied enough (70%). The rest said “not satisfied enough” (19%) and 11% was completely satisfied.
7. The involvement of teachers, mostly said it was very high (64%). The rest said low (27%) and some said not involved (9%)
8. Foothold during the activity, most said “often” (60%). The rest said “sometimes” (26%) and always (14%)
9. Guiding the way of doing science experiments. Most samples said “often” (68%). The rest said “sometimes” (24%) and “always” (12%)
10. Guidance to children who lack of ability, most samples often giving the guidance (74%). The rest said sometimes (15%) and always (11%)
11. Evaluating children in science activities, most samples often giving evaluation (64%). The rest said sometimes (27%) and never (9%)
12. How to evaluate the activity of science, most samples shows it with evaluation on the performance (44%). The rest on the observation (37%), employment (37%), portfolio (11%), and others (8%)
13. Child's interest in science activities, most said it was high (74%). The rest said it was moderate(16%) and low (10%)

The data obtained from the survey results regarding the implementation of the measurement of learning science in kindergarten:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Science Lesson Steps</th>
<th>Digging Ideas and Limiting Problems</th>
<th>Preparing Experiment</th>
<th>Doing experiment and observation</th>
<th>Analysing and concluding</th>
<th>Creating a display</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digging ideas</td>
<td>Limiting problems</td>
<td>Preparing materials/ tools</td>
<td>Introducing material/tools</td>
<td>Predicting results</td>
<td>Distributing worksheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The number of kindergarten</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here are the data obtained from the survey results on barriers to the implementation of learning science in kindergarten:
1. Lack of Reference books about science
2. Less support from media
3. Lack of Funds
4. Lack of tools / materials for science experiments
5. Lack of knowledge about science educator
6. Teacher aids in science activities is very less
7. Children are not able and not willing to do science activities
8. Assess the activities became difficult
9. Hard to find the right activities for kids
10. Lack of time for activities
11. Guidelines for conducting science does not exist

Based on survey data and references about learning science, then science learning guide prototype was formulated through following format:
1. Introduction
2. CHAPTER I Introduction
3. CHAPTER II Principles of Learning Science for kindergarten
   a. How Children Learn Science
   b. What to Do in Teaching Science
   c. Should experienced by children in Learning Science
4. CHAPTER III Learning Materials Science for kindergarten
   a. Indicators of Learning Science in Kindergarten Curriculum
   b. Science concepts Learned in Kindergarten
   c. Examples of Learning Materials Science for kindergarten
5. CHAPTER IV Science Learning Strategies for kindergarten

Thereafter the is about to be tested in a kindergarten several times while revision was made based on the reflections of teachers who is doing that of science learning. At the end, a final product obtained with the core of guidelines called "science learning strategies in kindergarten":

1. Choosing ideas and limiting problems
   a. Converse
   b. Giving foothold (Scaffolding)
   c. Exploring the environment
2. Setting up the experiment
   a. Prepare materials and required tools
   b. Introduce the tools and materials to children
   c. Explain to children the rules of the experiment
   d. Invite children to make predictions or forecasts
   e. Ask children to fill out a worksheet
3. Conducting the experiment
   a. Conducting demonstrations
   b. Ask children to do their own
   c. Invite children to make observations
4. Perform analysis of the experimental results
5. Making science display

Those can be described from the diagram as follows:
4. CONCLUSION

1. Early childhood have had the instinct to know and investigate anything they want to know from myself dam environment.
2. Teaching science for early childhood doesn’t mean giving experimental result or the result of investigation as been done by others, it alone will absolutely kill creativity and their instincts as investigator.
3. Teaching science for early childhood science experiments might follow the procedures performed by a scientist, but its level needs to be adjusted with the level of child development. This way is will make the kids to become amateur researchers which in the end will help developing potency of children as future researcher.
4. Science learning for early childhood must have accompanied with fun atmosphere.
5. Teachers can follow guidance which made for science learning, but the creativity of the teacher is still needed in order to engage children in learning science while maintaining the happiness of children.
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